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Resolution SB7.R24 requires that the above-mentioned Commission "shall 

submit to the Executive Board once a year a full report on its activities and 

plans" and. further that "the Executive Board shall review the work of the 

Commission annually with a view to determining whether the Commission should be 

terminated or continued, and if continued, what modification, if any, should be 

made in its terms of reference'
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The report on the first session of the Commission, iNhich took place in 

December 1951, was duly submitted to the Board, at its ninth session and was 

referred, by the. Board, to the Regional Committee for Europe for consideration and 

necessary action.^ 

The attached report of the second session is submitted, to the Board in 

accordance vfith resolution EB了.R24. 

The Board may vrish to note that the Regional Committee for Europe, at its 

second session, received an account of the work of the Commission during both its 

first and second session and, having noted the decline of the venereal diseases 

problem along the Rhine River ? 

"requested the Regional Director to consult with Governments of countries 
along the Rhine River and with the International Labour Organization on the 
desirability of establishing alternatively a Health and Social Commission 
dealing with the wider problems of health and welfare of Rhine River Boatmen 
and their families and to report thereon at its third session, the report 
to include financial estimates of the cost involved".^ 
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The Expert Committee on Veneral Infections and Treponematoses also noted the 

work of the International Anti-Venereal-Disease Commission and commented as follows 

"The pattern of this regional inter-governmental commission could 
be of value to other regions with international river areas. On 
the Rhine the incidence of venereal infections had now fallen to a 
relatively small number of cases among the river boatmen coming for 
treatment to the centres along the Rhine. Consideration might be 
given by WHO and the Regional Committee for Europe to the possibility 
óf integrating this specialized activity into a broader general 
health commission for the area in co-operation with ILO and in accordance 
with the principles of the Social Security Act of the Rhine".
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The Chairman irelcomed Dr. Begg, Director of the Regional Office for Europe, 

together with the delegates of the five countries represented. He offered his thanks 

to M r . ？ [ a l t h e r and asked him to be good enough to transmit the thanks of the 

International Anti-Venereal-ItíLsease Commission of the Rhine to the Central Rhine 

Commission for the premises and administrative services placed at the forner' s 

disposal. 

D r . Begg, Director of the Regional Office for Europe., submitted the WHO documsnt 

of 21 December 1951 •• Report on the work of the first session of the International 

Anti-Venereal-Disease Commission of the Rhine - for consideration by the Commission, 

Dr. Begg pointed out that a correction should be made to paragraph 2 of page 8 

(English text) under point 12 一 Brussels Agreement. In fact, at that date the draft 

of the revised Brussels Agreement had not been submitted to governments, although this 

had since been done. The last phrase of the second paragraph of page 8 (English text) 

should therefore read: "the draft will be submitted ta governments ...». 

As a result of the examination of the report of the work of its first session, 

the Commission considered that under point 13 - Programme and Budget for 1952 -

sub-paragraph 9 (page 9 of English text) it would be advisable to add: "submit to YJHO, 

in agreeraent with the interested governaents^ a request that . ¿.» „ , 

The Netherlands delegate requested that in Annex 1, document INT/VD/46 OÍ 

12 December 1950, on page 6 (English text), the second sentence beginning "Oc?lng 

to the lack of ..." and ending "for Rotterdam and the Netherlands'' be deleted. The 

Conmission agreed to this. 

The Chairman circulated to each delegate a copy of the agenda which was similar 

to that sent to ШЮ but with some slight additions. The Chairman' asked if the members 

present accepted this new agenda. In the absence of any objection, the Chairman 

declared this agenda adopted and presented the first item for discussion. 

1 . Establishment of a nedico-social Secretariat to be integrated with the Port of 

Rotterdam Dononstration Centre. 

.After s one observations by Br, Hermans, tho Conr.iission approved tho croation of 

а Сev.tre in Rotterdam, • 



2 . Establishment of an administrative Secretariat in Strasbourg, to function with 
the assistance of the Strasbourg venereal disease control Service, of the Central 
Rhine Conffiiission and of 1

В

Ш0. 

The Chairman referred to point 6 of the Report on the work of the first session 

(page 3 of French and English texts). Up to the present tisae the arguments put forward 

under this item still held. The Commission expressed its agreement and confirmed its 

opinion vriLth regard to the necessity for an administrative Secretariat in Strasbourg. 

3. Distribution of folders. 

M . Bonét-Maury ivas of the opinion that an official responsible for the dist-ribution 

of the folder to all interested persons should be appointed in each country, This 

official should be required to ensure that at least one copy be kept on all craft. 

He also proposed modification of the text on the cover of the folder, since it was 

essential that the purpose of the document and the addresses at which it could be 

obtained should be clearly indicated on the cover. He proposed that the details to 

be given, on the first page in French, German and Dutch should, be as follows: 

"PRINCIPAL RHINE MEDICAL M D SOCIAL CENTRES" 

Rotterdam Strasbourg 

Baan 170 Annex to Civil Hospital 

The Chairman requested each representative to examine the text of the folder as 

a matter of urgoncy and to intimate to DR. Hermans in writing any corrections to be 

made to it. 

During the discussion concerning the best method of dislsributing the folder to 

interested persons, it was agreed that a sufficient number of folders must be supplied 

to shipping companies, to private boat owners
1

 organizations and to port authorities. 

The folders should also be distributed to treatment centres and to social workers 

specializing in work among rivercraft personnel, who would pass them on where necessaiy 

during their visits and enquiries. 

The Commission agreed unanimously not to request customs services to remit the 

document in question to interested persons. 
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D r . Hagen stated that he could quite easily arrange for the "Hafenarxt" in Duisburg 

to ensure that a copy of the folder was to be found on all Rhine boats passing through 

that port. 

The Chairnan thanked D r . Hagen for' this suggestion and decided that it should be 

included in the ninutes. 

4 . preparation of an individual treatment booklet especially for Rhine boatocn, on 
the basis of the model already prepared in 1950 by the preparatory Comnission； 
printing and distribution of this booklet. 

i 

Seeing that the intensive canpaign carriod on by all countries of stern Europe 

has resulted for the present in a very narked regression in venereal disease, the 

Commission was of the opinion that the printing of a special booklet was no longer 

justified and decided to confine itself to the international treataent booklet 

established by TTHO. Nevertheless, for the special area of the Rhine river with which 

the Coranission is concerned/ it was considered desirable to include in the booklet a 

page giving a list of dispensaries in the Rhine region, together with the days and 

hours of consxiltation at these dispensaries. 

The Commission also approved the printing of a notice to be displayed in all 

treaixient centres giving the addresses, and days and houus of consultation, of all 

existing dispensaries. 

The Chairnan requested the dele gates of each country to send exact information 

to the Port of Rotterdara Demonstration Centro rd.th as little delay as possible. 

5 . Stuc^r of measures likely to improve the service in all existing venereal disease 

control dispensaries. 

After some exchange of views, the Commission expressed the hope that each 

dispensary would be provided with a social тгогкег. 

6 . Establishment by governments of any new venereal disease control dispensaries 
considered necessary. 

The nonbors of the Ccoiiission all agreed that, in view of the regression in venereal 

disease, there was at the present time no justification for recommending the establish-

ment of nevf troatnent centres. 



i Dr. Hermans mentioned, however, that a treatment and social centre was being set 

up in Minden (Germany). 

！ ‘ 
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 Report by each country on the present position m thin its territory m t h regard 

to venereal disease control among Rhine boatmen• 
See Annex 

Study of measures likely to lead to closer and more effective co-operation 

between all dispensaries of the Rhine region,"with a view to creating a model 
organization which could be adapted for venereal disease control along other 
rivers (information，Haison， case-finding services, etc. •••)• 

At the suggestion of Dr. van den Berg, the Coirimission heard, for its information, 

an account by Dr. Hermans, Director of the Port of Rotterdam Demonstration Centre, of 

the activities of and results obtained by the Demonstration Centre, and of the results 

of the work of the meeting on 9-10 June 1952 of experts from Rhine river countries 

and Belgium. 

The Commission learned from Dr. Hermans that study groups, established by the 

Rotterdara Centre，have examined various questions which are of obvious interest in 

connexion with venereal disease control along the Rhine • In particular, the following 

points should be studied: 

(a) airiendments to be introduced into the Brussels Agreement so as to extend 

free treatment to wives and children of boatmen living on board； 

(b) the necessity for a general (polyvalent) social worker in each river port 

or centre to deal ivlth all medical and social problems of interest to 

boatmen； 

(c) the necessity for the establishment of a permanent service in each port 

so that boatmen can receive the necessary directions to enable them to 

obtain urgent treatment during the evening or even during the night; 

(d) adoption in the Rhine territory of an international sign to be used to 

indicate all points and addresses of interest to boatmen； 

(e) the necessity to study the problem of education and training of boatmen
1

 s 

children - study of boatmen's welfare problems
# 



The Chairman thanked Dr. Hermans for tho information he had provided on the
 ? 

subject of the programme of the courses for T7H0 fellowship holders sent to the Port 

of Rotterdam Démonstration Centre
л
 and congratulated him on the preparation of this 

programme. He added that the Comiaission was always ready to assist the Port of Rotterdam' 

Demonstration Centre in every way within its power. 

9 • Th
e
 Commission rocognized that there are certain problems of a very pressing 

natviro calling for thorough study, including: 

(a) tho adoption, in all Rhine river countries, of a uniform symbol to 

indicate to boatmen and merchant secunen the medical and social centres 

which are open for them. This symbol should be recognized and officially 

controlled by the States displaying it. The Commission entrusted to 

Dr. Hermans (Netherlands) and to Dr. van den Calseyde (Belgium) the task 

of draiving up a report on this question; 

(b) the desirability or necessity to establish general social worker-nurse 

posts. The Coraraission requested each country to submit a report on this 

subjectj 

(c) education and instruction of boatmen's children. The Commission invited 

each country to submit a report on its national programrie covering this 

field-

(d) boataen's welfare. The Conmission invited the Government of the Federal 

Republic of Gernarxy to present a report on this subject, 

10. The Connission considered that the benefits conferred by the Ernssels' Agreement 

in providing froc venereal disease treatment for merchant seamen and boatmen should 

be extended to wives and children living on board. It recommended that YJHO take up 

this question m t h those States, signatories of the Brussels ' Agreement, in which 

there is navigation on the Rhine, and study the desirability of extending this measure 

to cover all European fluvial navigation. 



11. The Commission desired to make it clear that the aim to be achieved was to 

ensure that a list established by ？/НО of medical and social centres opened by the 

riparian countries and Belgitim for Rhine boatinon and their families be kept on all 

Rhine craft. In order to obtain this distribution, it recommended that. Y/HO enlist 

the co-operation of: 

(a) the authority to be appointed by each Rhine State and Belgium in the 

principal Rhine ports and to be responsible for this distribution; 

(b). the national federations of shipping companies or of private boat-owners； 

(c) social workers specializing in уюгк among bo^taaen* 

12. The Commission，on the basis of a report by D r . Hermans, representative of the UVID 

a^ain draw the attention of governments to the fact that i t is absolutely essential 

that treatmont of boatmen and seamen for venereal disease be free of charge in all 

ports and that it be adainistered under the seal of medical secrecy. It affirmed 

that the intervention of Social Security must never run Counter to the anonymity nor 

the indispensable principle of gratuitous treatment for those infected with venereal 

disease. 

13. The Commission requested each government to send to Professeur Pautrier^ Chairman 

of the International Anti-Venereal-Disease Corauission of the Rhine, before 1 May 1953， 

a report on the distribution of folders to those concerned, together with a report on 

the subject of venereal disease morbidity* in 1952 anong Rhine boatmen in the national 

territory. 

14. Budget.
 ? 

Dr. Begg, Director of the Regional Office for Europe, informed the Сотл±зз±ог\ that 

the proposed 丽 0 budget for 1953 had been fixed at〔1,165. This budget had been approved 

by the Fifth Tiorld Health Assembly. He also confirmed that ？/НО financial as si stance in 

the matter of printing and distribution of the folders and lists of treatment centres 

would amount to '-600
 #
 This amount was also at the disposal of the Commission during 1952 

15. Date and place of the next session. 

The exact date of the next session m i l be fixod. by the Chairman of the Connnission 

in agreement iTith 17H0
#
 It will depend on the progress made in the v/ork mentioned in the 

programme as set out abovo. 



Venereal Disease incidence along the Rhine river during 1951 換 

Morbidity Statistics from certain Rhine Ports — _ _ ¡ 

• ‘ ！ 
by t 

Dr, Grethe Hartmann 

WHO Venereologist, Botterdam 

Port Demonstration Centre 

The following report is based on a sample survey of a number of treatment centres 

in the inland ports of the Rhine river. It is intended to offer an indication only of 

the trend of venereal disease incidence amongst boatmen and their families during 1951 • 

The boatmen population is estimated to number "between 70 - 80,000 persons including 

vomen and children. The number of vessels is around 12，00Q Of these there are about 

4,000 German， 6,000 Dutch, 1,000 Belgian, the rest being French and Swiss in about an 

equal number. A fev vessels are from Luxemburg • On board each boat livas изааЗЛу …‘ 

a captain and his family and a few young sailors • of the vessels are ovned by-

various ship companies. The number of Dutchmen in the Bhine fleet exceed personnel of 

Dutch ships since many serve also on vessels of other nationalities. 

From the time of the war and during the following years the incidence of VD in this 

river population vas considered to be rather high, as was also the incidence within the 

civil population of many European countries. Although no definite figures were 

available from Germany at that tim^ it was considered that the boatmen-population had 

a higher VD rate than the people ashore. As reorganization of the countries along 

the Ehirie took place, treatment centres again worked normally and with a higher effective 

treatment the VD rate decreased accordingly, including within the boatmen-population• 
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TABLE I 

VP among Boatmen in certain 

Rhine Ports during 1951 

Port 
1 
1 Syph.I-II Syph.Lat.. Gonorrhoea Soft Lymphogranuloma 
j & III Chancre inguinale 

Amsterdam I о 2 1 
i ' 

1 0 

Dordrecht 1 3 2 0 0 

Gent 1 i 0 0 0 

Liège 0 3 0 0 

Duisburg 7 21 6k 0 0 

Dusseldorf 1 0 1 0 0 

KSln 0 22 22 1 1 
‘ -

Mainz 2 1 6 0 0 
- , 

Mannheim 
i 

3 11 19 0 0 

Karlsruhe 0 1 .1 0 0 

1 Frankfurt a/M 0 0 1 0 0 

j Strasbourg 1 2 3 0 0 

！ Basel ！ 
； ！ 

1 
2 3 0 0 

Total ！ . 1 7 
广 ! 
69 ！ 123 2 ！ i ！ 

Table I gives figures for VD cases from some of the more important centres along 

the Ehine. It vill Ъе seen that Duisbxirg and Mannheim have a somewhat higher VD 

frequency amongst the inland ports surveyed. Vessels often remain in these tvo German 

ports of Duisburg and Mannheim for rather longer periods up to a week. In Duisburg 

the biggest port, there are on an average 600 boats vhich may explain the somewhat higher 

figures in this port. 

It is of interest to consider the distribution of nationalities among patients 

treated in Duisburg. 
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TABLE'II 

Duisburp; 

German Belgian French , Dutch Q
 , i Without 
Swiss : ,. -.. 

！ nationality 

19^9 gon. 
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ч
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86,0家 
SO. 
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9 j -- 丨 -
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一 ¡ • { 

丨 - ¡ 
(Dr, В, Hanov

;
 Duisburg) 

Thus it appears that in 19红9 the distribution of nationalities of sick boatmen 

followed rather well the distribution of nationalities within the whole Rhine fleet• 

But in I951 there is evidently a relative increase of German patients in the Port of 

Duisburg • 

In Mannheim another factor must be taken into consideration》Probably due to the 

concentration of military forces、around and in this tomi, there still remains a quite 

definite small reservoir of VD here vhich does not seem to be decreasing, in spite of 

easily available penicillin treatment« 

Sources of infections named Ъу boatmen patients in Duisburg also suggest the 

presence of a small VD reservoir in Mannheim. 
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TABLE III 

i Presumed ! 1950 ； • 19^1 
J infected in: [ g o n . syphilis gon. syphilis 

1 

Duisburg 
Í 

35 T 21 . I Mannheim 25 2 11 1 
Homberg 6 - - -

Dusseldorf — - 2 _ 
K«ln 

• 

- 1 - . — . . 
Mainz 5 1 5 _ 
Ludwigshafen 3 - 1 雄 

Andernach 4 
Strasbourg • 3 1 - _ 
Rotterdam í 5 1 k _ 
Antwerpen ¡ 

•• •• i 
I 1 1 

I. M -, • .J 

2 

(Dr. B . Hanov, Duisburg) 

Since cases of VD are now relatively few and since the clinics again vork 

smoothly and keep good records it was possible to identify individual cases by means 

of the first letter of surname, birthday and year and nationality. Thus.it proved 

that the 17 reported Syph.I-II cases (TABLE I) actually represented only 13 cases 

since some individual patients had been recorded as S.I or S.II at more than one 

clinic they visited, in order to follow up their treatment. 

Clinics must of course report every fresh case of syphilis under treatment 

during the first year as Syph. I-II, even if the clinic knows that the patient has 

been treated previously at another Rhine clinic. In one case it was seen that such 

a patient, who turned up for the first time in September 1951 vith a chancre was 

treated in one clinic and later on in 3 other clinics, reported at all ^ clinics as 

S.I. When he returned in January I952 to one of the same clinics he vas reported 

as Syph. latent. It is clear therefore that a simple addition of the number of 

cases of syphilis reported Ъу each centre may overestimate the true incidence of 

syphilis. 

There is sone variation also in practice as to reporting latent syphilis• 

Some clinics report under this heading all follow-up cases (sero-positive and sero-
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negative), while others record only newly discovered sero-positive cases. When 

information is collected, distinction must be made betveen the groups, sero-negative 

follow-up, sero-positive follow-up, primarily diagnosed latent syphilis and tertiary 

syphilis• 
• 

In examining records of gonorrhoea cases, persons of the same identity turned 

up tvice in I95I • In the first case it was probably two separate infections 

(several months between) . In the second case the patient had developed an 

epididymitis • 

CONCLUSIONS 

It may be assumed from this sample survey that, during 1951, there vas not 

greatly in excess of 20 cases of infectious syphilis and about 150 cases of 

gonorrhoea under treatment in the VD Treatment Centres of the inland ports along 

the Ehine river. 

Countries in Europe with the lowest VD rate had during the same period around 

2 syphilis cases per 10,000 inhabitants and 20 gonorrhoea cases • 

The incidence rate for Ehine river boatmen and their families is apparently 

only slightly higherс 

No serious venereal disease problem appears to exist at present vithin the 

Ehine river population. 


